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CHAIRMAN FELT: The meet wi please come to order. 

Will the Secretary please call the roll? 

SECRETARY MALTER: C rman t, Vice Chairman Bloustein, 

Commissioners Livingston, Orton, Sweeney, Provenzano, Acting Commissimer 

Constablel Quorum present. Zoning, Calendar No. ~ This is a public 

hearing in the matter of a ?'roposed eomprehensive Amendment, pursuant 

to Section 200 of the New York City Charter, of the Zoning Resolution 

of the City of New York, consisting of text and maps which are a part 

thereof and which are appended thereto. On December 23, 1959, Cal. 

No. 48, the Commission fixed Monday, March 14, 1960, for a hearing 

on this matter, and, for the convenience of the public, to insure 

orderly procedure, and to permit a full hearing, the hearing will 

initially be devoted to the Proposed Text and will be continued on 

the dates set forth below, starting at 10:00 a.me on each day: 

Tuesday, March 15, 1960, Proposed Text; Friday, March 18, 1960, Proposed 

Zoning Maps for the Borough of The Bronx; Monday, March 21, 1960, Pro

posed Zoning Maps for the Borough of Brooklyn; Tuesday, March 22, 1960, 

Proposed Zoning Maps for the Borough of Manhattan; Wednesday, March 23, 

1960, Proposed Zoning Maps for the Borough of Queens; Friday, March 25, 

1960, Proposed Zoning Maps for the Borough of Richmond. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Thank you, Madame Secretary. I would like to 

read a brief statement at the outset. On behalf of the City Planning 

Commission, I wish to welcome all of you who have come here today to 

participate in or observe these proceedings. I am also happy to 

welcome the listening audience of municipal radio station WNYC which 

is broadcasting todayts and tomorrow's sessions as a public service. 

(* Edward Hoffman, sitting for Acting Commissioner Stuart Constable) 
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arous b er 0 se who ed upon the 
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surpris 

use of as a matter ely concern, to be developed as 

they - and they alone - saw fit, e s 0 e effects on neighbors 

or the general community. And not surpris d predictions 

of its opponents that chaos and 

resolution, failed to come to pass. 

would follow adoption of the zoning 

Indeed, just the opposite happened. Instead of grass growing in the 

streets, there followed one of the greatest building booms in the City's 

history. But that is so often the history of regulatory islation 

proposed to check unsound and unhealthy practices: bitter opposition and 

prophecies of doom, followed by a tide of improvement which carries 

along the professional no less than it does the publico 

A zoning code is not, however, despite the flattering analogy some 

of its opponents have drawn, like the Constitution of the United States 

or the Ten Commandmentso It embodies a set of specific regulations, not 

broad principles of law or conduct. And spec ic regulations, if they 

are to be effective, must be in tune th the co ion, the customs, 

the technology, and broadly speaking, the 

being regulated. 

It 

ronment, of the elements 
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elements 

undergone a 

auto and 

st upon us the 

ization land as 

profoundly and far more rapidly d the industr revolution in 

the 19th century_ Witness shopping centers, s ets, ho zontal 

factories and industrial parks, jetports, rooftop heliports, large

scale residential projects, and the space-covering and s ce-consuming 

private passenger car. 

The 1916 resolution was swept and tossed by this accelerating 

current of change despite the improvised amendments we piled on in a 

desperate attempt to maintain control. In 1940, after.the Planning 

Commission had been established and given jurisdiction over the zoning 

resolution, some substantial amendments were made. As a matter of 

historical interest, they were strongly opposed by most of those who 

today oppose our new proposal on the grounds that the existing zone is 

fine because of the 1940 amendments. 

While the 1940 amendments did not have any of the ill-effects so 

morosely predicted by their opponents, unfortunately neither did they 

catcn ri~ ap with change. Nor could they, bound as they were to the 

framework of the outdated 1916-resolution. Mayor Wagner recognized this 

when in 1950 the Commission, under his chairmanship, launched a 

comprehensive zoning study by outside consultants However, he left 

the Commission before it was completed, and for a variety of reasons it 

was never brought to public hearing. 
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and c rences with interested 

and study, the Commission 

published its revised proposal last December 2 t. It is this proposal 

which is the subject of todayfs lic aring. 

Today and tomorrow will be devoted to the text of the proposed 

resolution. Five subsequent sessions over the next two weeks will be 

devoted to comments on the proposed zoning maps for each of the five 

boroughs. 

We have scheduled these hearings not only to conform with the legal 

requirements of the City Charter, but because we believe they will serve 

a genuinely useful purpose. It is important that we receive the views 

of the public on the merits of an undertaking which = all technicalities 

aside - is of such vital importance to the public. And it is equally 

important, and we shall welcome, detailed recommendations and constructive 

criticism. We have made scores of text changes and hundreds of map 

changes in the consultants' original propo , and I am certain that as 

a result of these hearings and of the continuing meetings and conferences 

we are holding we shall recommend many many more changes when we submit 

this proposal to the Board of Estimate for final action. It is in the 
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we have proposed a year's grace period, so that the new zoning 

will not, in any case, take effect before July l~ 1961, an ample period 

to cushion the impact of change and to allow for such further modifica

tions as may be deemed desirable. But in deference to the general 

public welfare, and to all the citizens of our City, we cannot delay 

any longer. 

The obligations imposed upon us by Cnarter, and the sense of duty 

we must show to New Yorkers of today and to succeeding generations, re

quire us to move forward in providing New York with modern zoning 

zoning aimed at reducing congestion, increasing the opportunities for 

light, air and open space, providing encouragement and adequate protec

tion for both residential and industrial development, recognizing the 

need to provide increased off-street parking, and, perhaps, most im

portantly providing the foundation indispensable to ~he fundamental 

renewal of New York that we must and we will undertake. 

Everyone who desires to speak will be heard. In deference to the 

great number of those who wish to speak, I would (ask that all 

speakers keep their remarks as brief and concise as possible and at

tempt to avoid duplicating in detail what has been said before. We 

will welcome any supplementary briefs you may wish to send us as an 

extension of your remarks. Out of courtesy to succeeding speakers, 
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And, now b upon st s I d like 

to oduce my c 1 es on the C s ono To extreme 

is the ssion t Commis oner Hoffman, 

Commis oner Sweeney C oner Li ston, Commis oner Orton, 

Vice Chairman oust n C ssioner ovenzano. Our rst three 

speakers will be in this er j so t you may arrange your time. 

First, Francis Keally, then Luther Gulick, and then Frank Barrera. 

I might say at this time that the u e at Planning Commission 

hearings and, also, hearings at the Board e, is to first 

those opposed to an item and then to hear those who favor the ttem. 

Very often, this is done on an alternating ba so But, in connection 

with this Zoning Resolution, there are so many who favor the item but 

who have some points of opposition) so many who oppose the item but 

have some points in favor -that we are calling indiscriminately on 

speakers whether they appear to be in favor or in opposition. I think 

that this is the fairest procedure under the circumstances. 

FRANCIS KEALLY, ARCHITECT 

MR. KEALLY; Mro Chairman and other members of the Planning 

Commission, my name is Francis Keallyo I am a practicing architect 

New York since 19280 I have been President of the New York Chapter 

of the can Institute of Arc tects o I am Past Pre dent of the 

Municipal Art Society of New York Past President of the Fine Arts 

Federation of New York. 

Let me state at the outset that a premium should be placed on go 

planning, which is the backbone of this proposed change to the exist 

zoning resolution. There can be no estion in the minds of thoughtful 

citizens that the time is ripe for a complete revision to the outmod 
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Here are only a of c 

its 2500 amendments: Number one 

in certain areas. For example, the new 

being projected, will ill some 37,000 

e ct those areas 

of e old resolution 

and co stion occur 

Central building, which is 

into the streets and 

subways of that area at the close of each work day -- an area that 

reached the saturation point years ago. I ask this question: Is this 

a healthy condition for New York? 

Number two, paralysis is invited because no logical provision for 

parking vehicles have been provid~do As you know, a second roadway 

is now being added to the GeO n Bridge, which will double 

the number of cars entering the City of New York at that point. But 

where are these additional cars to be parked? This condition will 

cause further chaos and eventual strangulation unless some logical 

solution is devised to relieve this traffic congestion through this 

new resolutiono 

Number three, the architect's nation is stifled by the 

present stringent controls on height and shape of structures, thus 

encouraging the creation of monotonous mediocre buildings. If 

you do not believe what I say, I ask you to take a look at some of 

our new structures, recently erected, as a confirmation of this 

statement. 

Keally 
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Number two, wou n o a f contro ing 

a s t - t establi a 

on wo structure to be part of its 

re environment. 

Number three, it would take into account the historical significance 

of each neighborhood and s future need. For example, is there anyone 

in this room who would not support the preservation of Washington Square 

and Gramercy Park and other similar h torical areas in this City of ours. 

Four, it would encourage acceptable standards of light, air and 

open spaces such as one finds in Washington - and you all know Washington -

one finds in Paris, and also in London. 

Number five, it would provide adequate parking. 

Number six, it would put certain limitations on the size of buildings 

so as to prevent overcrowding and overtaxing of surface facilities. 

Now have you ever been on the subway platform ~t Grand Central or Times 

Square around nine in the morning or five in the evening? It is a 

deplorable, disgraceful, and highly dangerous situation that cannot 

be tolerated very much longer. 

Next, it would provide sensible regulations to accommodate lar,ge 
? 

scale construction planned in an orderly fashion. 

Any such resolution as the one under consideration can never be a 

perfect document. I think we all admit that. But we must bear in mind 

that a few must always suffer in the interest of the public good. 
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And~ I t y g emen: It is imperative that 

decisive action be taken s new res on without further delay 

or we shal forever lose the opp t meet effectively this urgent 

need for rezoning New e interest of the well=being of the 

citizens of s great Mro Chairman 9 I t youo 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Dro Guli k? 

DRo GULICK: Mro Chairman and members of the City Planning 

Commission? my name is Luther cko I am President of the Institute 

of Public Admi ration New and am Co=Chairman of the Committee 

For Modern Zoningo s is a ,..., 
v ee of a hundred of New York?s 

leading citizenso e they are not specialists in zoningo 

They are leaders the bu ness ommerc ~ 
financi 

~ 
educational, 

reli ous and civic Since I re gned as city administrator 

three years a I have visited most of the major American cities and 

several important c es of Europe Africa and A t ook at their 

present day problems dev opmento 

Keally / Gulick 
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ause s city is dying, or losing its 

the unsurpas ed dynamic quality of the 

business finan ial manag communications~ "style,ff entertainment, 

cultural~ educational~ and internati leadership which now turns to 

New York as "home." Our di culties come om our successes. 

But make no mi ake 9 we are a terrible price for our 

successes not only economic with increasing costs of doing business 

and increasing costs of ving, but also humanly and socially, through 

traffic congestion, noise, dirty air, bad hou ,overrapid obsolescence? 

crime~ handicapped schooling and the unnecessary aggravations of badly 

arranged city living. 

By our bad arrangement we make it hard for ourselves. We get 

in each er 1 way. We 00 few stre s for our buildings and shops; 

too few ghways cities our cars; too few schools for 

our children" too e i and c ean r for our health; too long 

trips to and om work; and too high costs of doing business. And it is 

all because our arrangements are bad and out of date. They belong to the 

horse and wagon era~ not the autos and jets. 

ck 
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cost than 

will be spent in any case in future construction and development. With 

proper arrangements, that is, with a sensible and developing plan, and wifu 

agreement and enforcement, that is proper zoning~ we can have the kind of 

a city we want in less than the span of one man's lifetime. 

Forty-four years ago, I sat in this very room and heard the public 

and the Board of Estimate and the rts debating the New York Zoning Act 

of 1916. George McAneny, E.M. Bassett, Henry Bruere, Nelson Lewis, Hermm 

Metz, John Purroy Mitchel, Lewis Pounds, Marcus Marks and others were here. 

When the Zoning Act was adopted in July 1916, it was the first comprehen

sive zoning ordinance in American history. I wish I had a tape recording 

of that hearing. Some of the same speeches of fear were made then as I 

have seen in the papers in recent weeks. You will probably hear them again 

today. 

Some people even today think that zon will hurt real estate. 

They were dead wrong in 1916, and they are dead wrong nown Good zoning is 

the best insurance real estate can have. 

f:"l;nl,. 
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and the requirements of business j 

we and business are ing to move out away from t~e dirt 1 congestions 

inconvenience and high operating and living costs~ and the immense values oj 

these towering buildings wi come tumbling down 1 e the walls of Jericho~ 

and the man who has built the bi st building on the biggest lot will be 

the biggest bankrupt. 

New York is in direct competition with the major cities of this 

continent, and at many points with the major cities of the world. This 

competition involves both efficiency of operation and attractiveness for 

human existence. If we permit the arrangement of the city to become less 

efficient for the enterprises located here and less and less attractive 

for the people who live here, we might become a second-rate, or third~rate9 

center all because of our own follyo 

I see a vision of two New Yorks 50 years from now. I call these 

City No. I and City No. 110 City Noo I has been described in great detail 

in the recent Harvard studies, made under the auspices of the Regional 

Association and paid for by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the Ford 

Foundation. This is the city which will develop under present trends of 

Gulick 
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will move out of town along with shops and industry and jobs, but even so 

the streets will be jammed with traffic, e c 

railroads go under. That is the city which wi 

forces and the present zoning ordinance stand. 

ly after the commuting 

be here if we let present 

City Noo II is the city we can have for our children if we will 

E 

think straight and act courageously now. City No. II is a city encouraged 

to grow in accordance with a sensible and developing plan, held in line with 

modern zoning. It will have several fine business centers, surrounded by 

independent servid~ and easily reached residential developments for all in

come lev2ls, all related to streets and mass transportation. It will have 

open spaces, sunshine, and clean air. It will have standing vehicles off 

the street. It will have easy circulation for pedestrians in the shopping 

and in the am~sement centers. It will have space for the types of industry 

which need to be in the heart of the city. This city will be filled with 

jobs, decent homes, room for children, and thriving businesses, partly be~ 

cause the cost of doing business in such an efficient community will be 

within reason. 

Gulick 
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NIR. BARRERA: o C rman j members of e City Planning 

Commis on. I am Frank 

Metropolitan Association 

It is most unfortunate t 

era. I am here today represent the 

Real ate Boards. 

we find ours ves compelled to 

appear here today and expected to ve 1 con dered views on a 

proposed new zoning law which, in its esent form, has only been 

made public less than five days ago. It is almost incred

ible that this CJmmission stubbornly insists on such unseemly 

haste in a matter which so vitally affects the future of this great 

CLty and everyone of its citizens. One can only conclude that 

this rush act is motivated by a determination not to afford adequate 

opportunity for a full examination and disclosure of the content 

and effects of this all-embracing proposal. Does this commission 

really believe that interested persons and organizations have had 

a reasonable time to acquaint themselves with all of the provisions 

of this 330,000 word document, and its total effect upon this city? 

Those persons and organizations who approve this proposal in 

its present form can only do so in principle because no one has had 

the opportunity fully and adequately to study its contents and to 

make detailed analysis of its effects upon the many phases of the 

economy and growth of this cit Yo We here state that in our opinion 

such approval in principle is a disservice to the communityo Why 

is it so important to adopt the theory of this proposal without 

adequate study of its practical effects? We are told to accept it 

in its present form even though admittedly it needs revlsions in many 

details and that such revisions can be made later. Is this a 

Ot""\ ____ ...... 
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and through their organizations. When it fin~ly passed there was 

no opposition." I repeat "There was no opposition". 

Further, at a public hearing on January ,1915, the President 

of the Board of Aldermen, speaking of the proposed resolution, said? 

"This ordinance was prepared from the recommendations of the com

mission of the Board of Estimate on Heights, Size and Arrangement 

of Buildings in the City of New York. That commission was made up 

of men representing the legal side of the question involved, the 

real estate side, the building side, the architectural interest, the 

fire interest, the social conditions, in fact every element that was 

interested in this subject. And those who composed the membership 

were those best known in the city as the experts on these subjects." 

The record further shows that those appearing at the hearings and 

urging adoption of the proposed resolution included representatives 

of the real estate boards and various other real estate organiza

tions, and that not a single organization of any kind was in 

opposition to the general proposal. 

'It is clear, therefore, that our position has remained un

changed throughout the years. We always supported and continue to 

support sound zoning as an important factor in the orderly growth 

and development of this city, and we always offered and we still 

of~er our assistance in the formation of a proper revision of the 

present ordinance. 

We think it is time for this C~mmission publicly to expl n 

this proposed new zoning law was prepared in absolute secrecy. 

was it necessary to withhold from everyone all information as to 

the contents of this proposal until it was in completed printed 

form? Contrast this with the procedure adopted in the formation 

Barrera 
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ct t t in our nion P s no place in the 

z res ution e a code but 

only serve to cause c s on uncertainty 

in a zoning law h e matters ent thin the 

juri cti on of other city d encies~ should be 

left to such d ents encies for ation and enforce-

ment. We fe that th are fully ent to p orm such functions. 

The inclusion of these P ormance 

would lead one to believe that 

andards 

is a st 

the zoning resolution 

a program contemplated 

Commission. We to create a super-bureaucracy in the C y 

do not believe this to be in the public erest. 

As to the administrative features of this proposal, we again 

reaffirm our previous statements that the powers of the Hoard of 

Standards & Appeals will be drastically reduc to the point where 

that necessary agency would no longer function effectively to grant 

relief in appropriate cases. It has been said that in the present 

draft of the proposed resolution the City anning Commission has 

restored these powers to the Board of andards & Appeals. As you 

well know, this is not so, The substanti change made by 

this commission in the consultants pro was to empower the 

Board to frant extensions of expiring variances previously issued. 

In our existing zoning law~ the power of the Board of Standards & 

Appeals to grant variances has been gradually extended from 1916 

to the present time to meet situations that have developed over the 

years. The adoption of the proposed law would completely reverse 

this trend and would put to an end the power to grant relief in most 

instances. We believe that the present variance procedure has worked 

well and should be continued. 
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representatives of the appropriate City authorities j together with 
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CHAIRMAN you, Mr. Barrera. Mr. Robbins, 

and after Mr. Robbins, Mr. Mendes Hershmano 

MR. ROBBINS: C rman Felt, members of the City Planning 

Commission, my name is I. Do Robbins, and I am the e dent of the 

City Club of New York. In October, the City Club of New York held 

a civic luncheon at which I think most of you were present at which 

we showed a motion cture that seemed to charm everyone. At least 

we thought it did, until recently, we heard that the spokesman for 

the Metropolitan Association of Real ate Boards attacked it 

rather severly. This was at a recent meeting of the group. The 

picture that we made was shown only once and must have made a pretty 

profound impression to have warranted such violent criticism four 

months later. While there were close to a thousand civic leaders 

present at the luncheon - with only one showing - we thought the 

movie was "Gone With The Wind" but from what we heard about the 

recent luncheon of the Metropolitan Association of Real Estate 

Boards, it seems it should have been entitled "From Here to Eternity". 

In case you want to know what it was that made Mr. Barrera so 

angry, I would like to remind you of the central theme of that motion 

picture, and here it is: From 1910 to 1916, the City Club of New York, 

which started in 1892 and which is the oldest, continuously operated 

organization in the City of New York; and from 1910 to 1916 we 

agitated for the first zoning ordinance in the United States. 

At that time, the spokesmen for real estate - contrary to what 

Mr. Barrera just said when he said that the resolution passed 

unopposed - the unopposed part was only at the final passage. 

Robbins 
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the good guys were in favor a n the d were against it. 

Now, why should they e gotten so about that? I don!t understand 

that. The historical position of the City ub with respect to zoning is 

well known to your Commission. zation sponsored the 1916 

resolution, and you 0W that I test on 1 I 1959, at the first 

hearing before this Commission and endors 1 of the technical innovations 

in the new program as well as the gen theory. I stated at that time 

that the Club would not concern itself with mapping but believed that 

some greater density might well be con de red for certain areas. 

Now, we are back before the Commission and wish to express our gen 

satisfaction with the changes which have been made. Incidentally, I have a 

very careful technical memorandum on that 0 We think t hat the new R 9 

District is sound; that the use ons ar sound; that the concept 

room count instead of dwelling units, is sound; that the additional bonus 

provisions are sound. We are not sure about the elimination of the 

office of Zoning Administrator and we s st t you consider the 

difficulty that the lawyers, the Iders, the arc tects and others 

presently have in the Department Buildings. Perhaps, administrativ 
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Th C y Club b lieves tha he opposition to the n w zonin re 

solu ion been bon up out of all proportion to r merit er 0 

t e ount of consid r tlon wh ch that oppos~ lon s ould properly rec ve • . 

The City C ub of e York bel eves h t th oppos~ ~on to thi s resolution 

is comin 

further 

1 r ely from those who wil be prevented by t e resolution from 

busin the people of e York . 

e have recen ly read some statements by a representative of the 

etropolit n Assoc~ation of Real E tate Boards, who spoke just before 

me . Th effect of his test mony was the same but t e tone was quit 

different from the'r tone at the luncheon mee ~ng recently . Mr . Barrer , 

at that meeting , seemed to be try~n to outshou • Battista, whom 

you've heard from time to time, and I think that h~s objections wer 

about as responsible . He hol ds a t reat eni n pistol to your head if 

you dare to go against the wishes of h~s group. But , in truth, it is 

only a water pistol, as we will sho you. 

e believe that anyone nas a r~gnt to defend his interests but we 

are afraid that the propaganda of the etropol~tan Association of Real 

Estate Boards ; blowin up the status of this group in the zoning fight 

out of all propo t on to lts true lmportance. 

Part of this is due to the fact, that the Real Estate Board has been " 

able to et a reat eal of space devoted to its case in the real estat e 

sections of t e city ' s newspapers . ow, don't think any bona fid 

newspaperman would deny that the real estate sections of their newspapers 

are just trade paper sections, a place where real estate men talk to each 

other. They are a part of the paper , l "ke the trave section, the fashion 

pa~e , the automobil e news, where a certain amount of free space is taken 

for granted. Since the editors and publishers don ' t expect any but th 

initiated to read the trade news in the real estate sections, they tend 

to permit publication of stuff whi ch they would never tolerate in the 

legitimate news sections of their papers. 
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Businessmen, individually, are often quite 

enlightened. In mass, the institutional spokesman seems 

to make them unusually reactionary. For instance - I use 

this example because it was-in all the newspapers - two weeks 

ago I was present at the City Council in connection with the 

hearings on the low wage problem in New York. 

Mr. Ralph Gross, representing the Commerce and 

Industry Association, had an unappetizing job to do* He 

did not, of course, defend the present low wages_ All he 

did was to ask that no action be taken while the matter 

was studied further. 
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s icant 

so 

we must feel 

modern zo 

ss is a 

number of sons 

. Gross. H heart 

sorry those who 

bus ss in NeW 

York. It consists of owners, operators, managers, builders, 

contractors, brokers, salesmen, consultants and doubtless 

numerous other categor s. When the representative of the 

Metropolitan Association of Real Estate Boards appears to 

inveigh against a new zoning ordinance, one is supposed 

to get the impression that this great industry has risen 

up in mass to oppose new and better zoning, to oppose 

progress in the form of new and better zoning" How 

utterly absurd! 
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this question might well be ex~ 

gni cant real estate 

interests in our c would not oppose the new zoning program~ contrary to 

the effort that has been made to give y that impres on. It is our im~ 

pression~ and many of them are members of our We know, for example, 

that Mr. David Tishman is sympathetic wi the new program. We have very 

grave doubts if Mr. David Roc ler, who has taken such an active role 

in redevelopment work? would associate hims f h Mr. Barrera in his 

opposition. Surely Mr. Robert Dowl wi not 0 We can go down the line 

of the significant owners and e same kind story. 

Almost as interest as he econ cs of real estate~ are some of its 

folkways. Real Estate is the biggest municipal industry~ they say. But 

we say they can make money y ration t health of the city. It 

exists because the ci is here. Some times our friends in the real estate 

business act as if they put the ci or as if it were put here for 

their benefit. As apractic matter we e observed that real estate 

people are very 

fast thinking. fast 

eo e I know are extr exible. They are 

g. reative, onstruc ve. 
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This es c of that intrepid and 

creat group which invests its own money, time and 

s in re estate. , unfortunate only know 

how to do what the 0 r low been do They 

are not ab or will to look r new opportunities 

in estate. But there be in 

the re estate bus ss and we needn't be afraid that 

commercial opportunit s in our City will dry up. All 

that new zoning will do is redir ct commercial energies. 

Everyone of us remembers when Park Avenue was 

a street of apartment houses and little else. And then 

an able builder came along and located a fine office 

building at 57th Street and Park Avenue. This was 

creative. Ten years later the copiers may well overdo 

that very thing. The man who located the first luxury 

apartment house in Greenwich Village opened up a mag-

nificent market and did it with style and proper regard 

for propriety and the feelings of his neighbors. 

Remember the compromises that were made on the develop

ment of the Washington Square building, the No. 2 Fifth 

Avenue building, and how intelligently that builder 

worked with community elements to make sure it was 

done properly. 

Robbins 
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We strongly suspect, however, that among the 

opponents of this resolution are the kind of come

lately's who would fill every corner and side street 

of the Village with semi-fireproofs festooned with 

fire escapes. That's what will happen. 

We are sure that as long as there are able 

men in the real estate industry, there will be no lac~ 

of pioneering and the zoning ordinance which you are 

contemplating will do nothing but sharpen their in

genuity and show them where the new opportunities 

lie. It is the men without imagination, without a 

sense of the wonderful future, who oppose what you 

are doing. Generally the best test of zoning and the 

real estate business as well is the test of history. 

No zoning program has ever stopped the building and 

construction industry. If there is an adequate supply 

of reasonably priced financing available, and enough 

customers, the industry will build on the moon. 

But we would strongly advise the administration there 

to have its zoning ordinance ready. 

Thank you very much. 

Robbins 
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The Committee recommends the approval of the proposed resolution. 

This report of the Committee on Real Property Law was thereafter sub

mitted to the governing board of the Association of the Bar, its 

Executive Committee. The Executive Committee unanimously approved the 

Real Property Law Committee's report and adopted the following resolu

tion, as the action of the Association of the Bar: 

"Be it resolved that in the opinion of this Association, the 
present Zoning Resolution of The City of New York is inadequate and 
should be replaced; and, be it further resolved, that the proposed 
Comprehensive Amendment of the Zoning Resolution of The City of New 
York prepared by the City Planning Commission, is a proper and suitable 
replacement. And be it further resolved, that this Association en
dorses the proposed resolution and recommends its adoption." 

The report of the Committee on Real PrOperty Law, thus approved 

by the Association, has been furnished to you and I would appreciate 

your making the report a part of your proceedings today, an extension 

of my remarks.* I could not possibly improve on its succinct and 

authoritative character without trespassing unduly on your time. 

Zoning regulation is not a theoretical exercise in social planning. 

It has been with us a long enough time to become a significant branch 

of the law of building regulation, which goes back to the Babylonian 

law of more than four thousand years ago. It partakes of the science 

of engineering and architecture and their younger brother, city 

planning, the experience of real estate, the wisdom of judicial 

opinion and, I suppose, the art of politics. As with any branch of 

learning, the weight to be given any opinion on it must necessarily 

be based on the expertness and disinterestedness of those rendering 

the opinion. 

I trust, therefore, you will not take it amiss if I point 

out in passing, and solely to qualify the witness, which is the lawyer's 

*Volume A, Document 1. 
Hershman 
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public interest and, as such, offered for your consideration 

We nd evolving judicial opinion which is not notorious in antici

pating reforms, supporting the provisions of this proposed zoning resolution 

We rely on the maj ority opinion of the Court of Appeals in the Harbison case 

as well as the losophy embodied in the deservedly famous opinion of 

United ates Supreme Court in affirming the case Q 

Mr Chairman and gentlemen, we say that two generations of zoning 

unrelat to ty planning is quite enough. Thank YOUo 

ROBERT W. DOwLING, President, Citizens Budget Commission 

MR. DOWLING: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen~ my name i1 

Robert Dowling, appearing on behalf of the Citizens Budget CommisSion, which 

states that the Commission has made a very careful analysis of the proposal 

and wishes to be recorded as favoring the resolution. I would like the 

privilege of a few remarks which may better state why we have come to this 

conclu on. First, we would like to compliment the Commission on the patien( 

Hershman, Dowling 
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the care, e courte s in on 

report in ext ens t t 

cons eration by a owners all c izens 

of the City. You th matter a care-
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concept of the majority opinion of our citizens. 

condly, spe 

the Budget Commission must 

cu rly on the point that 

ly address itself, that is, 

the tax structure of our City; over a billion dollars annually 

comes out of the assessments and taxes on real estate. It 

is very important that this basic tax structure be protected, 

that we guard against deterioration, that we open the 

avenues for wider and better development of our City, 

to maintain this tax structure in a healthy satisfactory 

condition. Another point that we wish to make is that 

through this means of the new resolution~ we believe that 

the present existing facilities of the City will be made 

better use of, there will be a coordinated cooperative 

and constructive use of present City facilities and, 

naturally, better development of the future areas of 

our City. 

Dowling 
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We believe that light and air is the best 

insurance policy. We think that the time has come for 

recognizing that efficiency does not come from engineer

ing alone. An efficient City must be based on good 

planning and good engineering. But, alas, engineering 

alone cannot give us the result of a healthy, well

integrated and well-satisfied citizenry. It is 

our opinion that the welfare of all citizens, the 

climate of welfare, the good development of the 

individual is more important than any engineering. 

We believe that your resolution has looked 

to the good, the prosperity, the health, and the 

enjoyment of all of our people. Therefore, the 

Citizens Budget Commission wishes to go on record 

as strongly favoring the resolution. I'd like the 

privilege of filing this report.* Tha~you very 

much, gentlemen. 

* Volume A, Document 2. 
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the affairs of City and on t of owners and on the 

of tenants. It was my priv to be a member of a city planning committee 

of the Real Estate Board of New York when t major revisions were 

proposed in 1937, and I heard quite a raised principally by the 

members of that committee, representing civic awproperty owners associations 

with cries of confiscation, ntation, and "you can't do that to us". 

You will no doubt recall that such proposals disclosed a slight 

reduction of bulk and land coverage. No impairment came to real estate 

values but rather large increment. I believe it was Mr. Thurman Lee, 

then President of the Drydock now Cha of its Board, 

who headed the Committee. Mr. Clark Daly, s nt of the Alliance Realty 

Company, was Vice Chairman. Mr. Lee, Mr. Daly and I pointed out that 

we represented propeFty owners, mortgagees and so forth, which would continue 

long after we have passed away. And we urged that Committee to go alo~ 

with the proposal. What we sought was not a st for a day and a famine 

for years, and we felt the change would bring greater income stability 

for those that we represented and other betterments to real estate 

to our City. Property owners, merchants, ers, architects, engineers, 

real estate men, and tenants of any kind and description over the years 

have sought comprehensive planning and recodification of our zoning laws. 

And they have been urging the City of New York to take the required step. 
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proposed resolution be 

a small number of peo 

whoJe City of New Yorko co 

designated as "R-l", which I 

places where people can live in 

dwellings without the encroac 

is business. 

CHAIRMAN 

primarily opposed to the permi sion 

Districts? 

rtlR. MURPHY: 

e 

rs 
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state 
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be unbearab 
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if 
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t the 

are 

ta 

are 
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hospital where 
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1 Distr t G 
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I lieve 

one 
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IS bus 

ir 
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As as ho are concerned, we twe hosp s within 

two to twelve minutes from t 

hospitals. Now, the same th 

other nG" zones in R-l Districts 

come very easily. In 1913, when 

our 

lie 

my 

don't need any 

o us, I be eve, ap ies to 

s could be over-

first report came into the Board of 

Estimate on the Zoning solution, it ment sp , but at that 

time I have been unable to find that there was anything like a private 

and hospital. There were voluntary hos 

private hospitals. That's someth new that came 

I've looked through the minutes of the 

e hospitals, no 

And in 1916 -

~ and I donft 

find any reference to private hosp E. They're just designated "hos 

And, in the Cohen case, in 58, New York Supplement, the court says, 

the word, 'hospitals ," at least in popular usage, ordinarily denotes a 

charitable institution. That's t I be eve the Planning Commission 

had in its mind in 1916, when they provided that a hospital might be bui 

in a residential area and could b lt a 

Now, it would be simple enough, and I ink 

the thought of the Planning Commission to amend t 

areao 

would carry out 

sent regulat 

should be amended to read "Hosp s j Article II, Section 3, Subdivision 6 

except private hospitals operat prof I and except animal hospitals." 



can see if i 

er on there was a c 

centers - was eliminat ss c they 

wouldn't let Id sp reo Ifm 

e pi s are animal pita 

And Artic IV, Section 16 B, G s cts be to 

read as follows: "In a G District, no bui erected or 

altered 0 r than for the occupancy a ly " sently, 

it says, "no dwelling". But if you wi s "no building", then we wi 

have the desired protection. 

I have prepared this litt memo I am not going to take 

up your time this morning. I there are many other speakers, but 

I do hope that the members of the Commission will read it and will make 

the necessary amendments. I'd like to say one thing further. In the 

proposed resolution - Ifm just s ng this for the benefit of the engineers -

Map 14 A the lines are incorrectly drawn You're really giving us more 

than we're entitled to. The line runs up to the middle of Continental 

Avenue, which is not the fact. The amendment made in 1941 runs a hundred 

feet to the east of Continental Avenue up to 58th Road and then it comes 
1 

out through the middle of Continental Avenue up to 66th Road. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: I am going to ask Mro Ginsberg to check 

that. 

MR. GINSBERG: We are familiar with that. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Our s is 1 th that but if you 

wish to speak further on Wednesday, you mayo 

MR. MURPHY: Thank you very much. Well~ that sums up what 

we have in mind and we believe it is not only for our protection but for 

the protection of everyone who 1 s a G Area which will later be an R-l 
MURPHY 
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and these people of your 
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the people who own these 
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themselves. "We don't t 
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of talking here. You know that 

something or try to get to 
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and we did that. We would never 
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We are for it 100%0 We c 
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I can't read well. I can't even 
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us 

these people did not speak for the 

Each one of those persons have sent us 
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to 
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method 

e say 

It was 

wanted, 

after 
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a breeze coming up when is a 

em 

are f ar 
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are streets there. 
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wideo 
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With this new zoning, the house on the 25 fS backed 

into the other fellow's back 

few years, would be done away 

better way of living. We aren't 

Across the street from where we I 

those sail lofts and those machine 

t 

s 

and sell their house and move out. They go home. 

They go fishing. The yard picks up a job or two. 

on within the last 

thier, 

at the scene. 

e yards, 

e don't pack up 

They stay thereo 

They call you to 

been done for a hundred 

us wanting anything d 

work and you go to work. This is the way 

years or more - so I'm toldo There no 

Our method and our way of life is the one 

through you, sir, to keep it just the way it 

Mr. Chairman. 

we are look forward to 

Thank you very much~ 

VICE CHAIRMAN: You didn't any secrecy in this, did 

Lippe 



MR. LIPPE: No, no. we went 

maps made and had them blown up. sat 

of all men who we talked to and a 

zoning. I went around the table 

what piece of property we were talk 

something might be done to a piece of 

done. We didn't know what shouldn!t 

what it was all about Mro Smith 

a terrific amount of time. They s 

II We said we would. 

to 

out so 

were 

been 

no 

came and spent 

pIe in a 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN. How me t did you have with us? 

MR. LIPPE: Oh, I would they came up times and we went 

down there many, many times. We d tt see same people all the time 

but the thing we were asking about was told us. 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN; c iets what Mr. Barrera said -

that this was conceived in secrecy. 

MR. LIPPE: I can't see how he can s a like that because 

if there is anybody that knows noth about anything in zoning~ we do. 

(Laughter) Mr. Haupner a retired I'm a retired businessman. 

Mrs. Schmidt is a housewife. We are all grandparents I of our children 

live on the Island. We have an aggregation of four or five houses. We 

all have homes on the Island. They are all small homes. Ire not big 

We came down at 8 O'clock in the morning.ooo 

VICE CHAIRMAN 

merely to point this out, and reco I to c 

that this practice has existed in the past year ~- that we've gone into 

every single borough and did the 0 Lippe has just desc 

I'm very grateful to you, 

quite full. 
, Bloustein 



MR. Well, b ers me the m t is this: 

that these service zat on don? ent u I to put 

on the record. They don' re s us at all o en a man gets up and 

says he is for the d he is t I'm not 

talking about Mr. Barrera. He ju doesn't sense. Maybe in Man-

hat tan he does but us he esn 

CHAIRMAN Mro on it want to cut you short, but 

I'd rather not have you e d r about any individual. 

MR. LI I don't ow en op t 1 me" 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Mr. I think you've made your point clear. 

Thank you very much. Please excuse me. I wanted to make sure 

there were no recriminations ins 

ARNOLD BERGIER 

as other speakers were concerned. 

MR. BERGIER: My name is Arnold Bergier. I represent an 

organization called "Save The Village" - a most marvelous organization. 

"Save The Village" is comprised of tenants and landlords and people in 

real estate and poets and sculptors and painters and people in the shoe 

business, and in one business or another. Really, I would say, we are 

quite a cross=section of New York in ourselves and I hope we are here to 

stay. Our main purpose has been in the past six months to acquaint the 

entire community with the danger to our community resulting from hyper

activity of certain real estate interests in Greenwich Village. The place 

has become rapidly populated with some of the barracks= ke structures 

that are beginning to destroy our neighborhood" 

Now, we've come here this morning to give our wholehearted support 

to the pro posed zoning resoluti on 0 1 9 ve been ting back in the room 

Lippe, Felt Bergier 
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Title: The Peoplets Ple~o no C Fathers, hear our plea, that we may 

ever see a tree amid this maze of masonry. 

brand new instead of coming through a 

bright instead of turning on the light. 

and 

we may smell the air 

el the rays of sunshine 

we may view the open sky, 

not always meeting buildings high, and place along the New York shore 

our mighty industries to roar. Then ke a 1 tIe spot, we pray, for 

children to enjoy their play. And now that we have had our say, we 
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Abraham M. Lindenbaum. I am an 

c name 

c street 

in the Borough of I would 
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discussed here and 0 
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not be questioned. He never s 
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a person of highest 

I just wanted to have 

now of over one year, even 

made public for only three months, 

that I pleaded with groups and as 

their views and give me their const 

question about thato Wi 

MR. LINDENBAUM~ The Ass 

of which have constructed hundreds 

houses in the metropolitan area, es c 

and Queens. This Association9 at a 

specific purpose, unanimously res 

it appears in your new resolut 

in 

me 

Association that it would be a s QUS error on t 

to adopt the resolution it proposes 

this proposal involves the welfare 
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first one 

stone 
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The size 

a ground area 

120 apartments c 

zoning wi 

of 103,200 s 

a reduction 

The second 

Avenue, 56th Avenue, 

is a through lot ch z c 

is for a six-story e or e 

square feet, floor area 0 s 

1250 rooms exc1us of kit 

ground area of 27,000, a 

apartments instead of 470. 

In Brooklyn, in 

and Rogers Avenue, t 
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6, 

in the propos z 
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ed 

ere are 

Avenue 

re 
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z we 

es 

es" 

the 

eeto 

R~ 5) " The 

we 

1 p 

59 

at the present time -

new section of Sheepshead Bay 

s is a block front lot which 

size the ot is 50,000 

are permitt 139 apartments; 

tted only 54 apartments - about 

ove that there is a loss of occupancy in some 

cases of over fty cent 0 e rent necessary to pay for lesser 

occupancy would make it impos ble renting and, therefore, impossible 

to construct" Of course, you gentlemen have advanced the argument that 

more apartments can be bui if the land were used for taller than 

six-story structures" This is a fallacy because in constructing more 

than six stories the same would have to be fireproofed and the additional 

cost of construction from six-story construction to fire-proof construc

tion is so high that the increase that would have to be charged for 

rental would be the same as hereinabove stated and impractical for renting. 

We realize that there are changes necessary in zoning especially 

in the highly congested areas. We feel that the proposed zoning plan 

has any number of innovations which can be profitably adopted in a 

revision of the present existing plano It is our opinion that there 

isn?t any need for the extensive proposal as presented by this Board 

and a modification of the present existing plan would be sufficient to 

take care of the needed changes 0 This plan~ as proposed, can only mean 

higher rents, lower taxes, and a destruction of the City?s credit o 

Lindenbaum 
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Thank you .. 
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For instance$> 
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who conduct 
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-like const 
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es a dismal and 

as are dwe 

It creates breeding

Ultimately, it is the 

on rundown prope 

as 0 rty owners are 

Estate Board shows no more concern 

New York than their predecessors 

they predicted dire consequences for the City~ 

~ a few speculators are claiming that industry will move 

new zoning passes Q The fact is that New York~s 
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owth s slower than 

under the esent zoning 

progresso A city of $9 

it is to econ 

towards the s C 

kicking om out of e 

backwardso Thank es 

e 

h C 

er 

In I 
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ties the past ten years 

conditions have stifled 

res up-to~date planning if 

we are more than half way 

tate Board, still biting and 

trying to drag our City 

are a minority. 

We are grat to Commis oner F t, the members of the 

Planning Commis on~ and the 

of a complex and chaotic zoning 

s wh have made sense and order out 

oblemo As Mayor Wagner had an 

important hand in starting the zoning research, we hope that he and 

the Board of Estimate wi soon finish the job by making it law. 

Thank you. 

HAROLD SIEGEL 

HAROLD SIEGEL: My name is Harold Siegel. I am Executive 

Director of the United Parents Associations of New York. Mr. Chairman, 

members of the Commission, we are wh eheartedly in support of this 

proposed Zoning Resolution. As a matter of fact, the more I have been 

going into it, the more I wonder why it has been so lateo Certainly, 

this hearing should have been held fi een years ago. 

Basically? as we see the issue turns on what the City 

should be. Is it to be a place where people can live, work, do business, 

bring up their families and their c ldren with some decency, with some 

comfort? Or is to be primari a place where a few, the very few, 

Marcus / Siegel 
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you start using better judgment and fIle the proposed text a.nd zoning 

resolution in e,n unknown sewer., I do not go aJ.ong wi.th your thought; 

of less building and more g:r-ound o For the longest time paT-ks $) play= 

grounds 9 and even schools he,vB n ot; been S'9.J:'e for men 9 women and ch.ildren 

t o enter and exit; w1.th out risk of life 0 Therefore;l l·t i l3 necessarY' to 

point out the possible dange:t" which. ma.y reE'ult from less building and 

more ground ., Besides" you cannot guarantee builders who!) let us ass ume 

would go along with your i dea of less building 9,nd greater open space 

that they would not be confr'onted with some ne'N' departmental ruling 

serving them with a forthwi th notice to mainta.in their own poli c e 

department to poli ce such g rea,ter open spaces 0 Has n g t it» gent lemn.9 

always been the pattern to trap p roperty owners and k eep t hem t rapped ? 

A very important ne cess ity i n thi. s 01 ty would be coordinat i .on 

in the various City departments 0 That g 8 a tough. nut to crack " But j) 

pay a.ttention to that!) gent lerne n 9 you serye us the capita.l budget o I ~d 

like to delegate you 9 as a taxpayerp to that task!) but whe:re are we 

going to get the money from? The p roposed. zoning resolution real ly 

adds up to nothi.ng other than more chaos. ~ which all normal p r'operty 

owners resent " And I sai .d property Ot4ne:r"s" You have adopted many 

res olutions in the pas t 1iff thout opposi.t ion .from interslKted pers ons iI 

",rho failed to appear at heaI'ings at the p roper time 0 But this 

proposed resolution is opposed s t renuously so why are you so i ntent 

to put it over. Gentlemenj/ I rr.cust c onclude nowo I have to think: more . 

r suggest that you do not adopt this res olution. Thank y ou. 
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e thirties your distinguished Vice Chairman 

a decision of the Court of Appeals in the 

Arverne Bay case, which d that where a restriction is placed on property 

which renders it economically impossible to develop the property for 

conforming use, the restriction will be struck down as confiscatory. 

During t years t 19 ,I had the honor of repre-

senti~the Board of Standards and Appeals as Corporation Counsel. This 

distinguished body had less need of my services since its function was 

legislative rather than administrative, hence not subject to review of 

the court. I advert to this exposure to the problems of zoning for 

the purpose of indicating that my interest has been a continuing and, 

I hope, a const ve one. It is in the light of that constructive 

interest that I advance the suggestions which I would like to advance 

this afternoon. I have had the opportunity of frequent contact with 

the members of this distinguished Commission, and I know that when the 

first proposal saw the light of day you, Mr. Chairman, did not say that 

it was your proposal but, as I recall it, you indicated that it was a 

proposal by experts in the field with respect to which you and your 

colleagues, as well as the Bar and the building industry, the archi

tectural profes on and the public at large would have to take a position. 

And, certainly, the labors since that first proposal came out have been 
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of areas both and new is a construct e thing ; and I sensed 

what I would say was a commendable reluctance to make any suggestions 

which migh t be the nature of special pleading without regard to 

the ov 1 public welfare. We have developed a number of 

suggestions which we have had the opportunity to present informally 

and privately to the Commission in advance of the hearings and which 

we have embodied in a memorandum? dated March 3rd, which has been 

filed. 

I would not trespass upon your time today to go over those 
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that the restrictions that you speak of are the very things that 

the Court of Appeals has indicated must be conditions before they 

would uphold the grant by the Board of Standards and Appeals as 

coming within the province of Section 21, the unnecessary hardship 

section. Over the years it has been the Court of Appeals that, 

by its definition, limited the work of the Board. 

MR. McGRATH: I question the wisdom of pre

cluding any other valid and meritorious basis for relief by 

codifying those which have been recognized as meritorious by 

the Court of Appeals. 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN: But you agree with me 

that this is what the Court of Appeals has denominated as a definition. 

MR. McGRATH: I will have to take a middle ground 

there, Commissioner. I would say that in the original draft the 

prescribed conditions were much more onerous and rigid than the 

ones that have emerged in the second draft, and I'm hoping that we 

will still further water those conditions down because, in my 

judgment, it is sound legislative practice; and this legislation is 

not to invoke the rule of inclusio unus exclusio alterius. I don't 

think there should be a stipulation of just those conditions. 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN: One other question, 

Mr. McGrath, and that is this: with respect to all the subdivisions 

McGrath 
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problem of broad planning which t is your function to address 

yourselves to. 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN: Mr. McGrath, do you 

mean that unless the powers of the Board are liberalized, this 

Commission may be called upon to make map changes more frequently? 

MR. McGRATH: Oh, indeed, and in very, very 

restricted and limited areas, which is not the concept of this body's 

function at all. And to unduly limit the Board of Standards and 

Appeals, you frustrate your own purpose. The consequences of a 

failure to provide adequate variance powers must be carefully con

sidered. If the general restrictions prohibit the improvement 

of property in any manner consonant with good judgment, they 

exceed the legislative power conferred upon the City and are 

confiscatory and void. If the owner of such a property sought 

relief in an appropriate action, the restrictions would be annulled 

and the property in question would be freed of all zoning restric

tions, a result which would not be in keeping with sound zoning 

practice. The result can be avoided only by empowering the 

Board of Standards and Appeals to grant relief in an appropriate 

case and by leaving to the discretion of the Board the determina

tion of the nature and extent of the relief, if any, which would 

be appropriate. 

In closing, I would like to make this point: for the 

Board of Standards and Appeals, as such, this is an argument 

McGrath 
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mind, satisfied that the position that we have taken is not only 

justified but is the only position that will inure to the public 

health, safety and general welfare of the people of this entire City_ 

In all the arguments that I have heard, I am glad to say at this 

moment that I feel more than ever justified in our position and feel 

more than ever dedicated to, as vigorously as I can, support it not 

only before this body but before the Board of Estimate. 

At this particular moment, let me say that with reference to 

some of the statements made by the last speaker, I as a homeowner 

representing 200,000 homeowners can only stand before you and say 

that it is the petroleum industry and that industry alone that has 

been the greatest malefactor in creating the present conditions that 

exist not only within our Borough but in all the boroughs of the 

City of New York. How can we, in Heaven's name, reconcile a con

dition where we can see eleven gas stations within an area of eight 

blocks? How is that necessary to support and supply the needs of 

the people of small communities? And yet, there has been ever and 

ever increasing demands for variances to permit the petroleum 

industry to set up its gas stations in all areas, not only in our 

retail districts but in our residential districts, as well. The 

only way they have been able to do that is by making their applica

tions under Section 7 (e), which gives to the Board of Standards 

and Appeals carte bLanche authority to grant these variances and 

without any specified reasons. 

Lome 
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Since 1916, we have lived with a Zoning solution t 

was not a zoning resolution at all. There were so many ty valves -

and I use that phrase because it was used by the last speaker - there 

were so many safety valves for evasion of a strict conformity with 

the zoning resolution that we were finally able to produce within our 

City such a hodge-podge and crazy quilt of zoning that if you were 

to take a walk through the City of New York, you would be amazed at 

the uses that exist on one square block of property. Certainly, for 

the greatest City in this world, for a City which we must hold out 

as the cradle of democracy, we should at least produce something 

that is not only modern, but that is beautiful and will stand as a 

monument for which we shall never need to be ashamed. I am ashamed 

of the City of New York as it presently exists. The slum areas that 

were created could only have been created because of the permissive 

zoning that is fundamentally the present zoning law of the City 

of New York. 

We have been accorded such great opportunity by this Planning 

Commission to meet with them and to discuss with them this present 

zoning resolution, that we feel that in a sense this is not only the 

zoning resolution of the Planning Commission but it is the zoning 

resolution of the people and, particularly, of the people of the 

Borough of Queens. For over a year we have met constantly with 

the Planning Commission and have been accorded every opportunity 

to submit to them changes, recommendations and modifications 

which we thought would inure to the benefit of the people as 

a whole. We have no selfish interests to serve here. We are not 

realty operators who must get the last bit of financial drainage from 

Lome 
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a particular portion of real estate. We are interested in a beautiful 

City, in a City where we can bring up our families, our children, and 

leave to them a heritage so that they will never be able to say,nThese 

are the tools you left for us. These are the slums that we were forced 

to correct in the later generation." The opportunity is now, and no 

amount of amendments to the old zoning resolution can in any way bring 

forth something that will create the conditions under which the present 

City of New York has been built. 

All the amendments, and there are over 2,000 of them, not only 

in text but in mapping - there are over 2,000 of them - all amendments 

that were ever made were only fresh mistakes that brought new hardships 

and a great deal of privation upon the people of our City. Do you know 

that the people of the Borough of Queens live in constant fear of the 

Board of Standards and Appeals because we have lost all confidence in 

that body to preserve the intent under which they were created, which 

is outlined in the zoning resolution, which is to preserve the health, 

safety and general welfare of the people. You can tell me from now to 

doomsday that the men who sit there and pass upon the variances are 

particularly and peculiarly qualified as homeowners. I have seen 

the monuments that they have erected which will for many, many years, 

stand as monuments of disgrace to the things that have been permitted 

in our areas. 

Can you visualize in a residential area a bus garage 

for buses, gas stations that are put up in residential areas, ware

houses and factories going into residential areas, and all under 

Section 7 (e). 
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And do we see happening in those districts? Application upon 
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Now, the pe e were not so sel sh in trying to milk the 

st do om is land and these areas have existed as one-family 

home zones - if they were not so anxious to create eli dwelling 

apartments where normally there were five or six one-fami houses-

they ?,et these parcels together and get exor bi ~ant prices for the land 
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help us if for any reason at all, we permit such an expansion of this 

City to even envision 25 or 30 lion people in this particular area. 
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r proper perusal of these regulations. We've had it 

when the f t Harrison, Ballard and Allen plan came 

set up c es to study the inefficiencies, inaccura-

the bad features of the zoning resolution, and we were 

when it came forth in 1959 -- to know what was good, and 

to implement them and request them of you. There has been no 

haste. In t, as far as we, the people, are concerned, you 

have been fumbling around and have taken your time to such an 

extent that I fear that with the upsurge of all these demands 

for ances, we may have fifty to a hundred years ahead to 

correct the terrible mistakes that we have made now. 

With one final word: we in New York City are most 

fortunate in the way we can proceed to correct the mistakes 

that we have made. We need no blitz to level our cities in 

order to rebuild. In this particular city we rebuild almost 

from day to day. We progress as we go on. We tear down and 

rebuild. So this is the time to do it. This is the moment to 

act. Please, on behalf of the welfare of the people of our City, 

act, and act as expeditiously as you can for, in their behalf, 

this must be done. Thank you. 

ARTHUR C. HOLDEN: Mr. Chairman, my name is Arthur 

Co Holden, a practicing architect of New York, a member and 

Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, New York 
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would be possib to relax in a more intelligent way with 

a comprehensive revision to the zoning ordinance. 

I think that set in motion the movement which 

called Harrison, Ballard and Allen to make their report 

in 1950. Unfortunately, that was defeated and we have now 

had another period of study; and I want very discreetly but 

nonetheless strongly to support the effort of this Commission. 

vvn original Commission was drafting the original 

Zoning Ordinance back in 1916~ its young secretary, George B.Ford, 

lectured at Columbia University in a course calledhCivic Design: 

in which I was fortunate enough to be enrolled as a student. 

Because of this and because of my subsequent friendship with Edward 

M. Bassett~ counsel to the original Commission, I am familiar 
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is prohibit It 

in a buildi 

floor area to area s 

which the is i 

will have the e ct of reduc 

It is intended to do sOo It 

1 

do SOo 

ordinance started tendencies which cre 

bulk than were dreamed of when the 

a 

rather than what 

oor area pe tted 

a ratio of 

to the zone in 

ordinanc 

of buildings. 

h. 

original zoning 

buildings of greater 

Commission 

recommended regulations which its conscientious members 

believedmight be sustained by the c So 

It has become ad 

large plots because builders 

restrictions ~and~ev~n 

amendme.n t Siar.e~ s 1'e 

plots. This has had the e ct 

ous s 

learned 

of bidding 

ators to assemble 

that court and yard 

of~the recent 

in relation to large 

up prices for land. 

Then in turn as market sales are recorded it is made possible 

for the city to assess taxes sections where land is 

being actively traded. This s to e more 

intensive development and 

living quarters as well as 

ater congestion stre ts and 

commercial e plus the tendency 

to drive industrial uses out of the ci 
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o I It 

but it 

are important 

ce allowed bulk. 

ould reduce the tendency 

ive permissive rather 

prohibit 

4) introduces some very sensible 

mean s - the oor 

rat ce 

5) ro s a for open space 

be ssive because we are f 

s r because, before we start working 

.' ce looks hard to understand. 

1 and we, the public, act because of our 

We -l-> 
'J cause we a cause to be the right 

one. is upon our emot that we finally depend rather 

1 sorts compli reasons that are debated back 

and forth and frequently serve only to cause confusion. 

is ordinance is designed to check exploitation 

bring e ck more nearly into channels that 

e with human s e. Remember that zoning is good 

en it che ss. Zoning is good when it promotes 
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8 a framewo which helps 

unde sks r demo c 

alone d be unable to accomp SD. 

today, and we are our 

will to restrain 

ctions. I am for this 

cause it is a step in 

on. 

Mr. e 

ion, my name is William B. and I live 

:in the real es and bull 

I 20 ce in this 

t managed and presently own 

s commerc , several s s 

11 the several roughs of the Oi ty. 

ssman y a Y:'i ,. 
08,1 re t and as a l.-

I 1 t e Commis8ion on 

this new zoning resolution is 

s City and would be beneficial 

e realtors and the builders one 

i ly financial aspects of the 

ver) it is extremely important that they 

an res e rs as well. I met one of these 
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1 new 1 11 

in about 99% 

e new z was a good 

so e y reason 

1 s becaus I have he some 

es are sed to 

I t re '"V"}{~ 

J.. U 

1 to :J and I 

1 the es who are just 

iN C7 as I am J "- J 

rJs;J e are on board or 

favor this new zoning law. 

t th is 

J I. t i your care, you 

y a t ce 

r h sure at. you ~ 

o rs the anning Commission will 

th em and for this City. Thank you, 

rman and Member's 

e anning, I am J .. L. Molloy, a 

a ve the ch Village Association. You 

Molloy 
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to be am ab o t 

zoning st s we thoroughly 

es propo but in that connection I would like 

opos c changes st spring and I filed a 

and I am happy to state that in spite of what I have 

h here , that the Planning Commission considered these 

stions, discussed them with us and granted 95% of them; therefore, 

we are extr ~rat 0 

I would say that I have the privilege in representing a client 

here today my clients are the people between 14th Street and Spr:!n g 

Street, between Broadway and the Hudson River and on behalf of my 

clients, let me say this: they are almost to a man in favor of the 

zoning res on. The people~ perhaps they are considered little 

people, but they are wh eheart b me, and I would just like 

to take another minute to 0 the subject on the statement that 

has been made about the rush you are presently engaged in. In this 

morning?s publication, are accused by the past President of the 

Architects Council of New York of using steamroller tactics; setting 

up these hearings, rushing them through and rushing through the re= 

solution. 

When we consider the length of time that this has 

Moll 
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MUNICIPAL ART SOCIETY 

rman of the Zoning Committee 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Zoning 

, Chairman of the Zoning Committee of 

erest of the Municipal Art 

City of New York. This interest is 

art or buildings, but includes the 

s, parks, open places, streets, and 

shed old buildings and places of 

c importance is only half the picture; we are equally interested 

s 

new encouraging still better to 

concern is everything that has 

New York a unique and magnificent city. 

ted our study of the proposed new Zoning 

cons ch ~fect our primary interest. The 

s its tic endorsement to the 

cause we el that through it the following 

ec es an be accomplished: 

t of these objectives is: To 

t bi ty of design. 

The present zoning resolution has tended 

force stereo-typed designs. When 

arc cts have been able to design well 

within the permitted envelope, buildings of 
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wide avenues, eping 

ty-foot de streets, 

this. 

ective is: To 

r of many pleasant 

areas and sections 

cance" 

on permitted bulk in 

sections as enwich llage and 

Brooklyn Heights will tend to preserve 

c character. 

recommend the adoption of the proposed 

s 

Z OLUTION 

Stat s~ Executive Director 

es in support of the 

ve Amendment of the Zoning Re-

s a public hearing called 

by Ci p Commissi.on, March 14, 1960. 

MISS HARRIS: Mr. Chairman, Members of the 

Zoning Commit ejl I am Helen Harris, Executive Director of United 

Neighborhood eso s comprehensive amendment to New York 

City s Z Res on may well be New York City's last chance 

Platt / Harris 
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now, providing in 

not too s c ttos both 

racial i ; a city by 

extremes of e ng in each 

extreme sharing a sense ne s 0 

Espe st ve we have 

experienced a speedi up of ra re -- the 

razing being restricted to low and moderate rental dwellings, the 

re-building being featured by 

skyscraper apartments at one 

ris so-called luxury 

and public low-rent housing 

~ the other. The small amount of middle ncome housing built 

recently has been almost entirely in large-scale cooperatives, 

available only to famil s who have money to invest, and these, 

too, have displaced low-income fami es without providing 

additional housing to meet their needso 

This planless growth~ or change, has been leading 

us toward the destruction of normal neighborhood life, with 

communities of Itegg-cratell dwellings replacing communities of 

people, with well-off families congested into "efficiency" 

apartments and families the other c s into SRO 

(single-rooID-occupancy) flatso This zoning amendment will give 

neighborhoods a new chance. 

Therefore we urge the approval 

Harris 

the proposed 
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which it was published by the 

s as we do a 

ies of about 50 settlement 

crowded low-income 

, Queens and the Bronx, we 

s measure which will promote 

ze the overcrowding that 

on social maladjustments 

and obsolescence of residential 

cant extent att e to density 

space. s has plagued the 

C sions in the proposed Zoning 

s 

rec 

wl1 net 

areas o 

to use z 

of s 

as n 

rc 

e 

i not only in new structures 

h we are particularly concerned. 

sians the proposed Zoning 

n breathing space and 

ock where people live, so children 

cross broad avenues to reach recreation 

s proposed Zoning Resolution is an attempt 

as an trument for city planning, for the 

n the Ci and the rational provision 

ces. s estimated that the Zoning Resolution 

Harris 
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co- st in the same area as ishments. 
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Max G. cu c t 
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Executive ose members 

Include repu responsi e for mIllIons of 

dollars comme cial f'tment tru s In this City and 

also jn r e ~ rs and material 

suppllera, catering to real t the allIed trades. 

are 1 1Ni.th ew compre sive 

amendment the exist 1 \tJ cons red thIs morni 

We are e y aware the d wo of ty Planning 

Commission and have followed o e atten on their prodigiou 

efforts involved. 

ed) we ve 'NO o e th the ssion 

itself) offering at we c th ts and 

suggestions. In su a mass opinions are to be 

progressive to s; oppose 

purpose in eve or mere valueless 

because we do not c me a realistic 

Ko 



creation re t or c 

1 

the Chairman as is 

disease. ., I! on to atest danger 

to our City is f to take c ion on zoning.1! 

However, t me to obse crastiriation 

as well as ence t are s. They serve 

little purpose other than di 1 correct reasonable 

consideration. But what re is the rush and 

compelling necessity for the demanding of the immediate 

adoption of a brand new zoning law, which is undeniable, and a 

concept and goal? It has taken this Commission and 

the consultants years in time effort to produce this 

proposal for the comprehensive amendment submitted before this 

public hearing. 

During its short I e it has already been changed 

and approved as a direct result of hundreds of consultations; it 

answers interested groups and directly-affected persons. While 

the resolution area, goals and concept sought to be achieved 

by the City Planning Commission is laudable in nature, it interferes 

with the imagination and eye - witnessing appeal. We are not 

here concerned with a popularity contest. Zoning is a highly 

technical matter which affects the economic life of untold vital 

industries inside and out side of the City as well as real estate 
Koenig 
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industry_ a cts the well being of hundreds of thousands 

of persons who derive the daily bread therefrom. Their very 

livelihood depends on a healthy economy_ 

We are of the considered opinion that this compre

hensive zoning amendment will create newer and greater problems 

rather than be the panacea for realistic solution of present-day 

problems which it aspires to solve. 

There can be no argument that a good zoning law should 

permit orderly and beneficial growth of a city. But we repeat, 

"What is the rush?" What is the compelling necessity to hurry 

through so revolutionary a proposal into law when reasonable time 

is needed for adequate study to clearly understand the effects of 

what we are doing? It should not be visionary alone. Technicians, 

architects, engineers, builders -- all have stated that the 

involved text and mapping presents thousands of details, needing 

more clarification, consideration and thought. These are the 

people who have to live and work realistically with zoning, to 

plan and produce badly-needed housing within the reasonability of 

our growing population to pay the economic cost of new construction. 

It would be too late after adoption for realization to 

dawn that the beautiful city painted by the resolution - of wide

open spaces, of parks, reduction of bulk and density, floor-area 

ratios - not only all must be paid for but be able of realistic 

Koenig 
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golden 

necess 

would resu 

the multip 

swell 

t prof a us to 1 

1 to enjoy 

11 

1 t lays 

in a palace - absent the 

? Quick adoption merely 

a 1 riod of uncertainty and transition. 

ra, material suppl rs, the allied trades, and 

thousands of people who make their living there 

would needlessly suffer hardship and privation without good 

purpose, rs must elapse without building because no 

one can authoritatively say what the new zoning provides until 

the courts have passed on it and interpreted it. The entire 

body of zoning law tested over the years will be thrown out 

of the window, 

Builders, banks, mortgage loans - all must remain at 

a standstill because until clarification, great sums involved 

in building cannot be risked Although the present zoning 

resolution is referred to as a 1916 zoning law, it actually 

was brought up to date in 1940 and is not so thoroughly out

moded as its critics would have people belleve~ It is no 

secret that builders, architects, engineers and ~industry . 

technicians who understand the practical effects of the 

new proposals have in many instances indicated opposition. 

Certainly, this is not done merely to be obstructive. 

Koenig 
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There were no original consultations with informed 

groups of these ca ories to seek mutual understanding and 

assistance. It was only after announcement of the consultants' 

report that industry and technicians were invited to comment. 

It seems unfortunate to wait to call the doctor until 

the disease reaches an incurable state but, fortunately, we 

are not yet in such a position. Haste really does make waste. 

Let's not rush when there is no necessity to hurry. If we 

do need a new zoning law, let's get a good zoning law in the 

first place, based on correct understanding and realistic 

principles rather than amend and change again and again. 

Now, viewed from this aspect, it must obviously be clear that 

where generalities can be applied to almost any existing 

situation, the specifics is where the rub comes in. 

The comprehensive amendment will have the effect of 

driving out of business the average small and middle-class 

builder because planning will tend to be based on large 

assemblies and structures, promoting government housing in 

preference to private enterprise. It will discourage rehabi

litation and renovation through limitation of the density 

provisions. It will not be feasible to improve and cut up 

large apartments for economic alteration and so provide 

additional living quarters. It will force a complete stand

still on alteration projects. 

Koenig 
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The bulk and density provisions as they are applied to the 

boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens, The Bronx and Staten Island make 

building not necessarily an impossibility, but a costly venture. 

Again, while everyone is for beautiful cities, open 

space, parks, and so forth, it is open to question whether 

everyone is willing, ready and able to pay the price necessarily 

involved in obtaining these laudable objectives. It has been 

demonstrated that building costs necessarily will rise, 

necessitating higher rentals and greater rent costs. 

Necessarily, the lesser the bulk the lesser the building. 

True, it will achieve a lesser density if strictly carried out, 

but at the same time it will affect labor productivity, demand 

for building materials, that will cut into the economy of the 

entire country at a time when business conditions appear to be 

halting in their continual progress during the last several 

decades. 

As to non-conforming uses, it will terribly affect 

areas and structures where non-conforming uses are shown on 

the proposed mappings. For the next 25 to 40 years such 

existing structures will be on the shaky edge, and their 

economic productivity necessarily will decrease as the time 

for non-conforming utilization runs out. It will be 

virtually impossible to obtain adequate financing to carry 

such structures and, in effect, will promptly condemn them. 

Koenig 



In conclusion, we respect lly urge that the respective 

positions advanced by the various realty organizations be taken 

into advisement before translation into law, that additional 

conferences be held with the pa icular view towards meeting 

the enunciated objections so that the time in the very near 

future will come when a comprehensive amendment can be presented 

that will have the blessing of the real estate industry, of the 

City Planning Commission and, indeed, all who have the interest 

of our City at heart. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Thank you very much, Mr. Koenig. 

Is Mr. Henlein present? 

VICE CHAIRMAN BLOUSTEIN: Before Mr. Henlein 

commences, Mr. Chairman, there are two communications that should 

be made part of the record. One is a communication from Carson 

and Lundin, Architects, 425 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 

dated March 11, 1960, addressed to Honorable James Felt, 

Chairman, City Planning Commission: 

"Dea r Mr. Fe 1 t : 

I am writing to advise you that our office 

is in favor of the proposed Zoning Resolution, 

which you are fighting so hard to have adopted. 

We feel that the measures called for in 

this resolution are important if we are to 

save much of what New York means to the world. 

The proposed Resolution 

Koenig ! Bloustein 
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provides 

of our ci 1 

permit a more 1 c 

deve as we as 

investments in 

cons cted o ar pres 

Zoning ons are to 

continue, this will ose that 

character for which it been noted. 

truly, 

Earl He Lundin 

I have another communication from I.M.Pei & 

Associates, Architects, 385 Madison Avenue, New York, dated March 

14, 1960 which reads as follows: 

Dear Mr. Felt~ 

This office has just completed a 

study of the Proposed Comprehensive 

Amendment of the Zoning Resolution of 

the City of New York. 

We wish to res our appre ation 

for this exce ent study made by the City 

Planning Commission and its consultants. 

We firmly be eve that its enactment in 

Bloustein 
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effect -
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system in 
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as a one-map 
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y owners d 

mo en 14th and 23rd 

Ame oas o He said, "What can 

I do under new al? What zone 

We ,I it to him as very briefly as 

I could, and as we as I could understand it. He said, 

nt architects examining this ItI had three 

prope Yo I have three different stories from them as 

t~ what I can do with it and at least two of them have 

been down to the Ci Planning Commission talking to the 

planners, asking their interpretation of e regulationso ft 

if this 

really 

Now g Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I submit, 

a true oats e - and I am not making it up - it 

000 

CHAIRMAN FELT ~ and I have been on 

intimate terms for now. I don't know why you could 

not have come to see me as you have on so many oocasions 

and ask me this question. I answer so many questions and 

sit down with so many people whom I have never met before, 

and I would have been delighted to explain it to you. 

MR. HENLEIN~ I know that, Mr. Felt. 

Henlein / Felt 



CHAIRMAN FELT: I offer you that as time 

goes on, as well~ 

MR. HENLEIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

I know that your office always open to us and, believe 

me, th had happened last week I would have been down 

there, but it did just happen this morning. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Oh, this all happened this 

morning, Mr. Henlein? 

MR. HENLEIN: No, Mr. Chairman; this 

particular inquiry carne in this morning. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: That is hardly enough time. 

MR. HENLEIN: But it does serve as an 

example of the confusion that reigns in connection with 

this proposal" 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Mr. Henlein, after you 

conclude your remarks, I am going to have a member of our 

staff meet with you and explain just what can be done on 

this specific piece of property. 

MR. HENLEIN: Thank you, Chairman Felt. 

That really is the conclusion of my remarks except for 

one thing: 

Henlein / Felt 
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d ~ when our ee met 

up ut a ar at your ce on the previous 

re ns of Voorhees r Smith and Smith, we did ask 

one question which we th is 1 important to th whole 

propo , and was what ct the new regulations 

would have upon the assessed value of properties, particularly 

the mid-town central business district of this City. I 

don't believe that there has been any answer given to that 

question, yet. We think it is terribly important that it 

be answered. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Would you want me to give you 

an answer now or would you want me to give you the answer 

later on? I will do it either way. 

MR. HENLEIN: Whichever is to your liking, 

Chairman Felt; I will take it now. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Mr. Henlein, I would say 

that the passage of the Zoning Resolution will improve 

to a substantial extent the aggregate value of property 

in New York City. I do not want to go into what will happen in 

any icular listrict ~: falue of ;Jroperty in 

Henlein / Felt 
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increase. Thank you very much. 

to read a communication which 

Brooklyn Bar Association, 

sident, dated March 11,1960: 

on Real Property of 

on has under consideration 

proposed new zoning resolution, but 

as t it has not made any report to 

our Board of Trustees. 

ed z ng resolu on in 

ts sent form was made public on 

embe 

man ! work 

959, af r about nine 

Commission and over 

two ars work by your consultants, 

s Walker j Smith & Smith. If 

ad s zoning resolution would 

~y a ct the socl and economic 

we are of the City as a whole and of 

course the Borough of Brooklyn. 

There has not been sufficient time 

for adequate consideration of this 

propos major change in the zoning of 

Felt / Goodnough 
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our C Y on 

lyn n, I res ctful 

request at t s months' 

be allowed r study and 

cons n, to be followed by further 

s so t no final act n will be 

taken by you until the pub c has a full 

opportunity to present its views. 

This tter will be presented to you 

James M Glimm, q., Cha~rman of our 

Real Property Committee. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn G. Goodnough 
President 

Even though Mr. Glimm is not present, I wanted to 

read this letter because we have read communications favoring 

the new Zoning Resolution, and I thought it would be appro

priate to read this communication asking for delay. 

GIOVANNI NISITA: Chairman :F'elt, Members of 

the Planning Commission, my name is Giovanni Nisita, President 

of the Eastern Queens Civic Council and Co-Chairman of the 

Federation of Civic Councils of the Borough of Queens. 

Gentlemen, after listening to Mr. Lome, it would 

Felt / Nisi ta 
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resi 

ame 
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to e add or detract from his 

i as we are limited time, 

to on re to endorse every fact that Mr. Lome 

to you becluse of the t that I know as a 

ens espec lly since 1927 I have lived at the 

we gone through the same things that 

es ed to you. We have, in fact, in some square 

b our area as many as three different sections, 

d nt zones, 1 within one square block. That is the 

c t c ns we to put up with. We had to fight 

the armory, bus garages by the City and such like, and our 

only recourse has always been to go to court in order to get 

ac facts presented and we were not very successful 

there, too. So, with that mind, I wish to go on record that 

tern Queens Civic Council, which represents about 2,500 

famil s, wish to 

and also the Federat 

on record supporting Mr. Lome's facts, 

n C c Coune ; and we wish that 

the new resolution will go into effect as soon as possible 

be ause we that is the only step we have in the right 

direct n e tee on of homeowners. 

Thank you very much. 

MAX M. SIMON: Mr. Chairman, Members of the 

Planning Commission, my name is Max M. Simon. I am here as 

Nisita / Simon 
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new 

worka 

ual 

clause 

and 

City 

this v 

and devot 

for at a 

s we would be for a new 0 

ed t proposed law with an eye to its 

I mus be remembered that we architects are 

ones who will be working wi th it. If faulty 

e our hands, and generalizations open up loopholes, 

e n e the intent of the law, then, we and the 

may therefore be pardoned if we approach 

t legi on cautiously, if not critically, 

t more time to det s that are perhaps called 

hearing. 

We regret to say, gentlemen, that as a result of our 

studies, we are of the opinion that this law is not yet ripe 

for passing, is full of weaknesses, is overly and unnecessarily 

complex, and wi not give our dynamic city the elbow room to 

grow that it absolutely needs. 

I not take the time to go into the detailed 

weaknesses tha we found. A bri can be filed to cover those 

points but I do feel that some illustrations should be given 
. 

and that the more important objections should be voiced. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: In order that we may be clear on this, 

Mr. Simon, a number of architects, I think 8 or 10, so far, have 

spoken in favor of the Zoning Resolution. Are they part of your 

group or are they in another group? 

~illo SIMON: I don 9t know who the g or 10 are. I have 

heard just one of them in the short time IVve been here, but they 

are speaking as individuals~ Mr. Felt. 

Simon / Felt 
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reproof apartment houses. 

tor in the maze of tables is a 
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register its protest. 
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dings are tol e; in ct, 

p re tion of that fact. 

r e highly controversial Article V 

non-complying uses, the Council els 

i t to eventual eliminate factories from 

i pro s for so doing areine itable 

d at cken. 

e , whi a with Administration is found 

to be I undesirable features and loopholes. It is questioned 

ther the Standards and Appeals should have the power 
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s on its own initiative; also whether Se on 
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.L y rous, It states that the Board 

s it finds that the Zoning Resolution will not enable 
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1 
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sona e return on his p erty or 

rs, and this is a legal question, it s 

stions of profit or loss were not considered ground 
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on and 73-60 stipula a building pe.C'ml 
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and that this period be extended to one year. 
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d Ii to e e minutes in 

a on itects Council1s the 

verall t proposed solut tt 

~ I no great revolt against the desire to 

e or dome over the entire city in order to 

h p and valleys of building 

, I sense a feeling of 

d clamp down on the unconscionable and 

un o of Grand Cent area. Not' 

t he of density cont 

s ools, sewers, water J transp i 

e i of e way it took ape. 

s merely froze the s S quo 3 with some 

rare ons, witb an llacross the board!! 

cion density for all areas. We fail to see 

the fact that certain areas, blessed with 

ce ss such as proximity to good transportation, 

vel into er, highly deSirable areas. 

\vould~ 20 years ago of the status quo the~ 

r eas Manhattan have been healthy for the Ci ? . 
are we better off with the revival that is now taking place? 
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FAR exce 
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i o se the city planners as to foretell 

n Queens~ Fordham in the Bronx, or St. 

en I wo 
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not, if permitted to grow naturally, 

areas of tall buildings? Yet, 

e out bor s, no area has been zoned with a 

a dome is to be clamped over the city, 

be raised high enough to give growth and enterprise a 

ttle elbow room? 

the Council s that the City Planning 

Commission did not really do an imaginative job of city planning. 

\'v'alking th e streets only is what the WPA did 25 years ago through 

its Real Property Inventory. It was only an inventory. 

In the Ii of al the foregoing, the Architects Council feels 

that t he proposed Zoning Resolution, in its present form is 

not acceptable and respectfully urges that it not be submitted 

to the Board of Estimate. 

It s that all of what is good in the proposed law 

could be incorporated into the existing law, as witness the 

success with the E and F zones in Riverdale. The Counc urges 

that it be tried before the city is saddled with this voluminous, 

untested and confusing document. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN FELT: Is Mr. Caniveri present? 
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P e dent Y nn Board for 

I a sh announcement to make" 

I wo d ike to congratulate Commissioner 

the Commis on for the very fine pro-

is unreas 

re~ oning New York City" Of course, 

e to expect that any re-zoning proposal would 

be perfect and it is so unreasonable to expect that we would 

have whole.heart support of this resolution" I would like to 

announce that the Borough President's Planning Board is over

whelmingly in favor of the proposal, generally" Of course, 

there are some loose ends which we feel we would like to bring 

up at a later date = I think the date is March 22ndo Thank you o 

CHAIRMAN FELT: That is right? March 22nd would be the 

date on which the mapping will be discussed" 

MRo CANIVERI: Yeso 

SIMON BREINES: Commissioner Fe Members of the 

Planning Board, my name is Simon Breines. I am a partner in the 

firm of Pomerance and Breines, architects practicing in New 

York for the past 25 years" I bel eve I have some special 

qualifications to speak on this zoning proposal" 

Caniveri / Breines 
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them sionally to be - I am glad to be 

able to report this - usable tools. I'm sure that when the first 
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to make and, 

the adjustment 

forward the archite s had the simi adjustment 

ainly, speaking my own office - I can say that 

relatively Simple and relatively practical o 

Indeed, I might add at this point that the difficulties that some 

of my colleagues deta with such vehemence, almost, astonishes me 

because either they haven9 t actually applied them or they must be 

difficulties which I think could easily be oorrected. Certainly, 

in our case 9 we went down to Commission. Men in my office 

visited with and oonferred with members of the staff of the Planning 

Commission and where we had a difficulty, we got it straightened out. 

I think where there's a will therets a way. 

When the consultants' report = that i8 9 the Voorhees Walker 

Smith and Smith report - was issued a year ago 9 I was named Chairman 

of a spe zoning sUb-oommittee of the Civio Design Committee of 

the New York Chapter of the Amerioan Institute of Architeots. 
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ed were 9 

And I must say that the ones that 

opinion New Chapter of 

the A.I.A. and myself as Chairman tee, some 

of our most ions c 

And I t we think so ~ to 

the re Commi ion t 

winter, became 

ten to reasonable sugges ons. 

entative of the New 

York Chapter of the A.I.A. on the Zoning Committee of the Arohitects' 

Council and I served on that Committee and I believe I am st 

Now, I do not for C 

\I Counc I) by 

a member 
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there, come 0 some conc 

es, as you have 

prooess we have 

have been given to this 

hearing. But I think 

for myse signifioanoe to me was that by spending additional 

time on the Arohitects~ C 1 Zoning Committee, I had a seoond 

opportunity and a 

zoning in great 

rigorous one g of examining the proposed 

1 in trying t understand ito 
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set Commis ion but I also think that in 

the process working se ations I began to understand 

ome ition to it and, perhaps, I can best 

true s oryo On one occasion, recently, I was 

debating wi a very eminent colleague of mine, a specialist in 

zoning, was v ly oPPosing the amendment 4 At one point he 

s d to me, fS good about it?f¥ And I said, uWell tt , to take 

what seemed to me a very obvious and interesting example, "take the 

bonuses whi the ed zoning the architect for the builder 

or owner of a piece of property, for leaving open space at the ground 

level e This surely ought to be an incentive,iV I said to him,$) uto 

get the type of building which architects and others have been 

admiring a.round City, illustra.ted by the Seagram Building, 

by Lever House, by Canada House, and by other buildings that are 

more and more - I noticed the other day the new building on Sixth 

Avenue, in eller Center group - even relatively little 

plazas are an encouI'aging sign of open space at the ground,," 

He said, "Why, that plaza bonus is a. gimmick" It won 9 t 

accomplish any of those things. live made a special study of that .. 

I fS a nuisa.nce to the architectj it will give nothing to the builder j 

and about the only person who I could conceivably think of as bene-

fitting from plaza and arcade bonuses is the man on the s et" 

He might benefit.ft Well" to me, that's a very significant story. 
Breines 
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to see Planning Commission zoning pass and on 

job of planning as a guide for s growth" 

know 9 only a t that process. Thank you~ 
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cone It has been 

digest 3,000 and some 

olut and to understand it 

in the space of three months, and to try to take care of our 

business affa ,too. Furthermore, the text is complex and 

requires study. More t should have been given before the 

hearings. Just what is the necessity for rush act? 

Chairman pub s re ase the paper 

yesterday - I'm repeating what a speaker said ~ '''\lIre will 

emEn 

reject the course of delay Procrastination is a disease that can 

debilitate our City and distort 
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City as he says it 

t zens should have enough time to study 

nion of or the Commission 

stir up more opposition as the 

a new 

studied. We fail to see the necessity 

icularly concerned about Manhattan 

an and a half billion dollars of 

e of this proposed untried resolution 

11 i a ghtmare to think about. The present 

Reso s e not s progress. Certainly, many 

s b made, icularly in the remapping of certain 

areas, rements, and possibly more flexible bulk 

regulat But we insist that these and other changes can be 

n the present Resolution. 

reduction in permissive bulk, particularly in 

ial c s ications, up to R-8, will play havoc 

with ass ss va s, and building activities. There 

are many area n r to good res ential districts that are 

s R in Manhattan. Our stud s thus far show a general 

reduction permissive total floor area allowed of 20 to 50%. 

you ject this reduction in floor area in terms of reduced 

income, results are most discouraging. A large percentage of 

these R-7 Districts in Manhattan are interior plots on side streets, 

now permitting in "B" Districts a ground coverage of 65%. 

Certainly permitting in the dense and highly populated 

area of Manhattan sufficient open space, the R-7 District in your 

proposed resolution limits the ground coverage to a maximum of 48% 

in s stories and 38% in nine stories. 

Wyckoff 
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present ordinance should be continued, 
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Thank you, Mr. Wyckoff. 

INER'f ~ My name is Elsa Steinert. I am Executive 
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The Chairman of our 

with flu and Mr. Hehmeyer could not 

for him. I would like to say that the 

tion approves the text of this new 

st entire I especially relates to the 

area. Insofar as the City as a 

1 w be leve it necessary to have a new 

zoning reso ion, and we think that this fills the bill and 

an excel document in almost every respect. 

We firmly hope that the cases where it would form a 

genuine hardship to the builders and the owners that it could 

be modified. 
Steinert 
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ece-meal amendments to the 

at st the past decade 
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so ion because we I that it 

for our City, and because 

concern, recognizes the benefit 

the existing res nt character of 
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i izen cipat, has been deeply 

irresistible wave of new construction 

erate a neighborhood long noted for its 

ture, tali and, above , for its family-

were most grat ed by the recent hearings 

on proposed amendments to the existing 

symbol the recognition of those 

va h we se serve o 

new resolution offers the best foreseeable hope 

r deve pment of the type of City which we in Greenwich Village 

have fought to achieve -- a City where the home, the factory and 

the store can s 

mutual destruc 

ce each other without the senseless process of 

with which we are all familiar. 

Lyons - Redlich 
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it through to 
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does not go through = 
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shudder to think of my daughter or my 

here and making the same appeal en or 

while so much that is detrimental to the C 

happen and happen and happen. IS my answer 
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ars from now 
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just a personal 
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ation, the oldest and largest organ-

I am here today representing my organ

of the proposed rezoning .. 

the first comprehensive zoning in 

tically all large cities and most of 

ordinances. Now, one would think 

rst in this fi eld would continue to be 

the 

t y was no 

? Twenty five years ago, realizing 

the leader, and its zoning was not serving 

there were demands for the overhauling of the t y as 

city s z 

but no rez 

retai 

were 
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t 9 I 

New York C 

becaus can 

I" ro Our 

down more 

e. Committees were set up, reports were made, 
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19 

Board of Estimate appropriated funds to 

e a new zoning proposal. The ensuing 

It was discussed, informal hearings 

n re oning. Here we are in 1960, another 

snow our Ci. for consideration and this 

at his one is adoptedo 

s a new and modern set of zoning regulations, 

er ord zoning which is obs ete and beyo:r:d. 

is inadequate and outdated. It is loaded 

amendments and more than 1000 possible com-

binations of use, height 9 and area districts. We are now paying for 

the stakes the past. 

One of those mistakes it seems is a lack of provision for the 

protec on a ic and st c values, which most certainly should 

Dapolito 
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any mapping 

MR. DAPOLITO: s, 's ones - a couple 

of M Districts we wanted to c cts. 

CHAIRMAN Ve Mro Dapolito. 

MR. DAPOLITO: New needs a new 

zoning resolution ~ there is no st And there is also no 

question that you have done your best to meet this need. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN F+i:T'T'. sta sent? 

VITO BATTISTA 

MR. BATTISTA: My name is Vito Battista, president of the 

Highland Park Homeowners Association, appearing here for the small 

property owners, the New York Council of Property Owners and the 

United Taxpayers Party. Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, 

I just want to make a few observat an architect -- I also 

teach planning =- I have a 1 t , also, to discuss 

this subject. I agree that we should possibly, some zoning 

changes, to bring it up to dateo I just want to make some 

observations about why Ifm against and e peopl1! I represent 

Dapo / ista 
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we t b lieve you cannot 

you have paid 

t me I'm wrong. 

$1 ,000, Mr. Chairman and members 

It study a litt part of lower 

I'm trying to say is this: that 

study would not only take you 

between three and five 

s study is incomplete 

It want to tak up your time 

rs from Real Estate Board. 

, I couldn!t help but overhear some of my colleagues 

r ent 

ion s on behalf of this. But, as 

1 s of mine are architects for very 

very housing organizations. In 

as I to call them - the land 

big owners - people who are taking 

s ln the 
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ty of New York. Naturally, 

of planning has to be on a 

I'd like know is: what architect has 

es ts t sma homeowner, the small property 

s po of view to be exactly in reverse o 

n figures quoted here today I've heard 

City New York will be built up to 55 milliono 

We know that's not true. Nobody in his right mind would build up 

Ci of New York to 55 million because the law of supply and 

Battista 
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t 1, you couldn't get the 

just a figure of imagination. 

changes, already, of the zoning 

hat shows it has been pretty healthy, 

up to date. I don't see any objection 

time that I'm going to be here to 

should make a complete restudy of 

as a plan but I don't believe 

I think some of these various 

come here today asking you to approve this law 

st ones to come back six months from now or 

holler that the law is working in reverse. 

our economlC 

s no doubt in my mind. will help destroy some 

s -- economic values that if one fellow doesn't 

ovmer must pay. 

you, Mr. Felt, on many occasions speak on 

s i +~ 
.L i ing. You know what pub c housing has 

in [''''' }~ C" 1 f New York. It has destroyed We talk about 

hal ~tax 81. You know what half-tax housing has done. It 

has ~ust reat a tax burden on the small homeowner, whom I'm 

very much nteres in, and the small property owner. 

Now, we have seen some of the work of this Commission and, 

although I'd like to be very objective with my remarks, I have seen 

some of the work of this Commission and I can say honestly as a 

planner, it hasn't been too good in spite of what previous speakers 

have saido I an take my own civic center in Brooklyn which, today, 

Battista 



er 

Court 

er 

Commis 

v 

an 

Mr. Chairman. 

Street 

Ions 

Now, 

kind 

r, if 

i 

d 

Now? I have 

are put a 

reet. Here is a 

and 

the 

done? 

in 

you t PI 

And is is done 

lot on t ersecti on Adams 

property on which we have spen 

on is put ting a parking lot 

that we get; and if thatVs the 

t ha this planning study, I say it is wrong. 

th e arc ectural firm of Voorhees Walker 

Smith & Smith. I think ey are v competent. I think th probably 

weren v t given e ti me and ample nds. I donVt think $150~000, and you 

know it, Mr 0 Ch rman, today v'll. th the inflati on going on in es and 

technicians = you canVt do a job with $150,000. Chicago, as was mentioned, 

took five to ten years to do it. It took many~ many more dollars than you 

are spending t 

You should study this th a 1 e more os You wi find, 

if you study it more closely~ that in some areas there would be con-

fiscation of the sma owner because many small owners in some of these 

R 'Is wi not be able to do what you want them to dOe They can Vt, and 

they wi 11 be taken over by some of these big so~called land barons 0 I 

only menti one ing, Mr. Cha man, and I mentioned this before 

Brooklyn when you had the hearings == in my own area where I live == a 

small horne area where you sp $)OyOOO for a one=family e and what 

do 'J Oil ther You pU"C a multi=story apartment house area, and the 

slope of he ground is at a 45~degree angle. 
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arne 

s 

s 

o t 

OUI' are 

ly and 

one area~ I'd 1 

elligently 

1 

to know who 

I point that 

new ed book and it's still the 

're trying to do one thing and in 

troy us. And I say this is wrong. 

half-baked job. lim for zoning 

happens to upset the poli

Board, well, I feel sorryo 

attitude - that if we're 

to give it study. You can't 

otted and in the amount of money you 

only get what you pay for, and if you only 

, either Voorhees Walker Smith & Smith 

s objectives" 

owners, the small property-

to p up the tax tab 

e t themselves, as has 

s So, in conclusion, Mr. 

e it if you give this more study, in order 

~s sake~ make sure you get into 

ment house area where you have one

you have restrictions, private "G" 

restrictions. as in our area. That's why I bought the house there. 

And you come 

men 

ong and put an R-3 there, so will you please get 

ment to do something about it. 
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Mr. Smith 
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name is Le 

house on West 

is own 

owner 

RMAN 

t 
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in 

Manhat an is I am a native son 

district, in London 

sc~lpting figures. I am 
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ee to t 

to 

t 11 you 

Commission, my 

owner 0 I have a small 

I live in the house o 

been born in the Chelsea 

ion is painting pictures and 

z which will 

restrain the present mania of demol ion and construction of luxury 

apartments. I particularly liked the s of the gentleman who 

represente.d the homeowners of Queensn was an inspiring thing. 

I particularly liked the denunciation of t roleum interests. 

Other cities have laws to preserve their buildings and neighborhoods 

of charm and tradition and historic value. is an encouraging sign, 

old building - City Hallo right here, the restoration of this 

An ideal city is one based neighborhoods 9 communities that have 

an intimate social structure. 

havior, especially the behavior of 

a nite influence on be-

young. A case in point is 

the vandalism in those vast impersonal housing properties that have 

no community life or spirit. 
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comme i 

demolition 

where I ve are 

every communityo 

ting va 

dug out, 

Id .. 

can't see 

done to beat 

ed 

neo 

ity by age and traditionso 

who appreciate the value 

the community seems to add to its & 

capitalize and gather in the profits from 

Then the artists and the writers leaveD 

on 

on 

er 
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era 

€I in 

inhabitant 

out the 

part - you 

the construction 

into a Clommun-

are usually the ones 

0, their presence in 

money invaders come and 

ir luxury apartments .. 

old buildings have 

been demolished and we have ar s the goose and the 

egg. The invaders boast of the money increas taxes that they 

bring to the City, but the tourists bring more~ s nd more, and that 

eventually finds its way into the City's treasury. The tourists are 

not interested in new luxury apartments 0 Arnold Bergier said some 

weeks ago before your Commissionjl IfTharlk G for the Planning Commis-

sion .. ff I echo that sentiment 

the wreckers and maybe also prevent t 

Thank you, gentlemeno 

maybe we can stop 

truction of traditionso 

CHAIRMAN FELT~ Thank youo Does anyone else wish to be 

heard~ 

/ 



I s r, my e j a member 

t 7 ce 9 New York. 

new zo proposal text, I think you are 

re ly to b co ted r your work, and commended for your couragE 

in the Vi ff tho we were going pretty far in our amend-

ment, but we never dared to suggest the sweeping changes you envision ir 

your propo jl although we certainly would have liked to. I hope I am 

still in New York when the ideal city you have foreseen is an actuality. 

The general purposes as outlined in the text are, I am sure, 

applauded by most tenants, and have a far-reaching significance on the 

life and health of both the citizens and the city itself. Most zoning 

makes some provision for protecting its citizens against dangers like 

smoke and explosions, but the less obvious dangers, such as lack of 

light, air, privacy, open areas for rest and recreation, etc., are 

for the most part ignored. 

I would like to mention a few things I found particularly inter~ 

esting. The bulk requirements J coupled with the open space requirements, 

will mean that people in a building will have at least a little room 

outdoors, instead of a small yard or plaza being crowded with hundreds 

of people who live in that particular building, as at present. This is 

especially important to people who have children, but even those of us 

who don't will benefit. 

I predict that using one tflivingTf room as 2~ rooms for the 

purposes of lot area requirements in the density regulations will lead 

to larger apartments~ and fewer of the one-room apartments now being 

built,which are much too small to be really liveableo This same regulatior 

is going to be extremely important in conversions. Now, in the Village ant 
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he other areas 

verting three 

houses that are a 

effect, this t 

be further exceeded 

I was also 0 

mercial dis ts 1 

quirements or the 

been 

side streets i mon t 

the neighborhood, cut 

buildingso In our zoni am 

worried that it wouldn?t s 

we wan 

i we dido 

I have heard s 

manufacturing as b 

objec e 

hard to admi ster 

think the Commission has set up 

testing the performance~ which 

i Y g 

e t se 

I found one printing error in the text 

attentiono On page 53, Section 33 n 

0 

d 

h 

t 

1 

ers are 

es nt 

cont 

om-

s 

e re-

are founde 

di on the 

We 

would overcrowd 

the side-stree .. 

a for this, but were 

e standards for 

er reading the text I 

s and methods of 

s rather over-emphasizedo 

h I want.to ~ring to your 

or C 2 districts", "Alter-

nate required front setbacks". 6 s been omittedo I believe this 

should be inserted just before R-7. 

I had only two objections to t 

page 36, Section 25 23. "Provision 

Large-Scale Residential Devel 

text, which I will take up nowo On 

bl c Facili ies in Connection with 

9 If Additi 

I question why the building plans are automatic 

Facilities are Needed". 

approved after three 

months if there has been no pr on e e add ional public 

facilities requirede If the development is go to create the need for 

ether 
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more sc hools, playgrounds~ etc., I think the approval of t he plans 

s h ould be held up until provision is made to provide them whether 

this t akes two months or six months. I think the words~ "withi n a 

period of three months" in (a) . a nd a ll of (b) shoul d be deleted. 

My other objecti on wa s in th e secti on on variances , Section 72-21 

(d) ( page 94 ) . This states t hat " the purchase of a zoni ng lot, sub

j ect to the restrictions sought to be varied, shal l n ot itself con

stitute a self-crea ted hardshipoiY If a person buys a parc el of land 

on which he knows restrictions exist » and th en seeks to have suc h re

strictions varied, I would definitely consid er this a self~created 

hardshi p 0 If a per s on want s to use proper t y, he should buy a pi ece 

on wh.1. c'h such res tricti ons do not exist , so that he has no need to 

appl y fo r a va riance. 

O~t side of these two minor point s I found no objection to the text 

of thie proposal 0 "am Jnt)r6 than eager t o see i t passed and g o into 

eff e ct, as soon as posaible . I th ink the proposa l i s fair t o the owners 

and landlor ds ~ a nd m O::'8 t h an f a ir to th8 peop] e who Ii ve i n this 0 1 ty. 

I peI'E'cna Jly want to thank y ou. for your for esight and realistic ap-

proa :::h to the pro b:l.em . Thank YGu. 

CHAIRMAN F'EL'r : Thank Y'ou 0 Does anyon e else wi sh to be 

hear.d? If no one e1 se w:i shes to speak~ we wi ll reces s this hearing. 

SECRETARY MALTER : On r ecess i ng this pu blic hearing unti l 

tomorrow, March 15th~ a t 10 A.M. : Chairman ~ Vi ce Chairman, Com-

missioners Li vingst;on 9 Ort on ~ Sweeney 9 Provenzano, Acting Commi= 

ssioner Constable. This hearing stands i n recess at 5 :30 P.M. until 

10 Acf!:. tomorrow rnorning 9 when it wil l be c on t inu ed. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Di ether / Felt 

Malter 
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